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Entry No. IMPACT-0007

Category Catégorie : Big ideas new ways of implementing and measuring TCI’s impact

Title of Entry Titre de la candidature : Establishment of a Web-based Centre for Analytics, Visibility and Enhanced action (WAVE)
dataLab for improved D4D in TCI Nigeria Supported Geographies

Hub : Nigeria

Endorsement email : 

Background Key Challenge Statement Why
Énoncé du défi clé

Read more

: Effective documentation of evidence to inform programming remains a major issue in Nigeria.
The use of the DHIS remains the recognizable data source but has limitation in terms of
information. It has become a norm for government to program based on experience and feeling
rather than the use of evidence. Part of TCI’s model is to make concerted efforts strengthen the
system while providing a platform to ensure that available data are synchronized into one system to
enhance evidence for decision making and program adaptation.

Your Powerful Idea What Votre Idée
retentissante

Read more

: The hub proposes the establishment of a “Web-based Centre for Analytics, Visibility and
Enhanced action (WAVE) dataLab in each state hub embedded with the respective and relevant
planning, research and statistics departments. WAVE is an electronic platform that allows staff
members who are non-statisticians to analyze, visualize, interpret, and report survey and HMIS
data. Based on the ideation theory of behavior change and applying appropriate modeling
techniques on data from surveys conducted, TCI will identify an array of socio-demographic and
psychosocial variables that are positively associated with health-protective contraceptive behaviors
in its geographies. This information will feed into the Python-based program such that, with new
data, the algorithm can identify which of these variables are relevant in each state. TCI will
continue to collect household data yearly to feed into WAVE. The program will also include a link
to TCI routine monitoring data. Appropriate algorithm will be included in the program to allow
users compute and visualize maps and trends on service utilization and forecast future patterns.
Training and coaching will be targeted at relevant state officers to retrieve, analyze, visualize, and
interpret data for decision making.

Timeline When Chronogramme

Read more

: Year 4-6 Training will be conducted by middle of year 4 while development and launch will be by
the end of year 4. WAVE implementation will be in year 5 and and 6 with continuous evaluation as
implementation progresses.

Measuring Impact and Success How Mesurer l
impact et le succès

Read more

: State and AHQ RME officials will periodically track use of this resources and coaching on use of
the platform will be adequately documented through the development of a coaching protocol with
the coachees and the quality of coaching will be evaluated.

Team or Individual Names Noms de l équipe ou
de la des personne s

: TCI Nigeria Hub staff will be responsible for the implementation 
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